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Stand Together Against COVID-19 

____________________________________ 

 
As we all commit ourselves to battle the CoronaVirus, the biggest calamity has 
struck the poor people, Homeless, Street & Slum & Person with Disability'' 
families that have been severely impacted by the virus and the lockdowns caused 
because of it in India. At RSKS India, we don't wish to leave any stone unturned to 
do whatever we can to reduce the struggles of all Poor. 

 

RSKS India is always working for the society at the time of any disaster whether it 
be Kerala Flood, Rajasthan Flood or the Nepal Earthquake. Disasters relief are one 
of our core focus areas. In this context We are share the some of plan activity. as 
per below. 

 

At this Hard time The RSKS India's Main focus on COVID-19 Relief 
Campaign....... 

 

Before Lockdown.... 

 

COVID 19 Awareness........ 

 

We have doing awareness programs at all our slum and rural to ensure the safety of 
people. We are spreading the awareness about how to be safe during this time with 



the help of flipcharts, Card shows, social media, etc. More than 500 people have 
been reached and been aware about this situation by 21st march 2020. 

 

 
 

After Lockdown.... 

 

Grocery Distribution Programme.... 

 

The RSKS organization made small support to the COVID 19 Affected around 
4000 daily wage workers, Homeless, Street, Migrant, Marginal Farmer, Folk 
Artist, Slum families, who lost work and earning through Food Packet Dry Grains, 
Rice, Oil, Spices, Vegetable, Sugar, etc. Distribution In various location. Our Goal 
is 5000 Ration kit distribution to needy families. 

 

Along with this RSKS India Distributed cooked food packets to around 3950 
needy people.  



 
 

Cloth Mask Making and Distribution...... 

 

The women and girl trainees of Vocational education program organised by RSKS 
INDIA are Preparing and Distributing home made around 7500 Masks in the 
different villages/locations. This is a small effort done to fight against Covid 19 as 
these masks will provide help in protecting more and more people.  

Along with this all the beneficiaries were also told about the use and maintenance 
of the mask. In this work, 35 women and girls with great enthusiasm and passion 
are devoted to their work of making masks continuously. The goal of RSKS India 
is to provide and distribute 25000 thousand masks in urban and rural areas. 



 
 

Livelihood Promotion Programme....... 

 

RSKS India running a Livelihood Promotion Programme for women and girl. In 
this context , meaningful steps are being taken to provide self-employment to the 
women and girl beneficiaries of the organization. In this chain, regular talk is being 
made by the organization to make cloth masks for various departments, 
organization, Shop & Company, in which order of 7000 cloth making masks has 
been given to women and girls by the local shop. Along with making masks, all 
women and girls are also getting better livelihood in this difficult phase by making 
masks and also earn from them. 



 
COVID 19 Awareness...... 

RSKS India encourages everyone to take precautions by social distancing, 
following proper sanitary protocols and reaching out to health authorities in 
suspected cases.  

 

RSKS India also running awareness programme on different platforms like social 
media, whatsapp, email, phone call, poster and wall painting etc.The goal of RSKS 
India is to reach and aware forty lakh people about COVID-19. 

 



 

Together We Can Campaign....... 

 

All of the country people are fighting against Covid-19 together so you can also be 
a part of this campaign. Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan is starting "Together 
We Can" campaign for you all in which you can participate and get a chance to 
win exciting rewards. With your encouragement, awareness will be spread to 
people about COVID 19 and your participation will make you a Warrior. 

 

The "Together we can" campaign includes the following competitions:- 

 

1. Poster / painting competition 

2. Video Making Competition 

3. My Selfie 

4. Rangoli Competition 

5. COVID-19 Warrior Award 

 

Become a Social Hero in Fight Against COVID-19..... 

 

Do Good ~ Feel Good. 

 



 

Digital Consultation, Discussion awareness meeting ........ 

 

The team RSKS India working from home for COVID-19 Awareness,  

 

The team RSKS India working from home with children, women & community 
through support of phone call, local village volunteer, whatsaap and video call. this 
time is absolutely stressful for everyone.  

 

So We are also trying to work with community/beneficiary for to reduce awareness 
and stress. RSKS Team direct reached daily more than 250 people through 
different communication tools, who need support Like person with disabled 
specially CWdS. 

 
 

Hygiene Kit distribution for CORONA Warriors..... 

 

In the same sequence, 9 police stations (Alwar Gate, Adarsh Nagar, Christian 
Ganj, Ramganj, Kotwali, Civil Line, Peesagan, Pushkar etc.) and 29 PHC, CHC, 
JLN & TB Hospital, Crime Branch, CORONA Control room and CMHO office of 
Ajmer city, Health Worker were provided with hygiene kit which included around 



3000 Hygiene & Medical kit (Sanitizer Bottle, Surgical and Cloth Safety Mask, 
face shield, Cap and Hand Sanitizers bottle, Hand safety gloves etc). This 
sanitation kit will help the Corona Police & Health & Sanitation Warriors to 
prevent infection. 

 
Hygiene Kit for Needy Family..... 

The RSKS organization made small support to the COVID 19 Affected around 
3000 needy, daily wage workers, Homeless, Street, Slum families, were provided 
with 3000 Hygiene kits which included Sanitizer Bottles, Cloth Safety Masks, 
Handkerchief etc. This sanitation kit will help the community to prevent infection. 

 



 

The Wall Painting .... 

Wall paintings are always useful when communicating with the public. In this 
context, RSKS India is making 50 wall paintings at different location which will be 
useful for creating awareness among the people against covid-19.  

 

These paintings shows useful tips, to do’s & not to do’s, quotes, safety measures, 
guidelines to follow, public safety, social distancing etc. These paintings will be 
easily visible and easy to understand. It will help in spreading awareness among 
the marginalized and rural community people. 

 
A Brighter Tomorrow.... 

 

RSKS India team members did a random need assessment of 30 needy people and 
“Together We Can Create A Brighter Tomorrow” campaign was started on 1st 
June and it will be continued till 30th June.  “Together We Can Create A Brighter 
Tomorrow” campaign is for the needy, marginalized, daily labour, disabled, poor 
people etc. They are unable to find employment for themselves. 



 

Our goal is to provide relief materials to at least 5000 needy families so that they 
will be able to survive this difficult time and believe on humanity will not be lost 
and their sufferings will reduce. 

 
Migrant  Labour  Relief  Response....... 

 

RSKS India is determined to provide relief to everyone at the time of disaster. In 
this pandemic time, the most affected are the migrant labours as they are far away 
from home and are unemployed. RSKS India has provided fruits, masks, sanitizers, 
slippers, sanitary kit etc to more than 450 migrant labours as well as is also doing 
thermal scanning of them. This is ensuring them that they are not left behind and is 
also giving them hope in this fight against covid-19. 

 



Be Free ~ Be Happy ~ Be Smiley...... 

 

Hygiene is the most important thing every time. In this fight against covid-19, 
RSKS India distributed 2000 Sanitary Napkin to needy girls and women which 
ensures their safe menstrual health during this pandemic situation and also ensures 
a better hygiene which results in better health. This program will ensure the safety 
of these poor and marginalized girls and woman as well as will encourage the use 
of sanitary napkin.    

 

 
 

Future plan in the next six months ...... 

 

Medical Kit distribution for High Risk People like Health worker. 

Education Stuff Distribution to 1000 Needy Girl.  



Mass Awareness with Marginalized community. 

Grocery & Hygiene Kit Distribution. 

Nutrition programme for street kids and mother. 

Tree PLantation. 

Sanitary Napkins and Hygiene kit distribution to women and girl. 

Counseling and home based activity with PwDs & CwDs. 

 

Target area: Urban Slum & Rural in Rajasthan 

 

Type of Beneficiaries: Our target group people are marginalized and nomadic 
community, students, poor farmers, remote area people and the criteria for 
selection that the kit distributed to only those people who are poor and needy 
and cannot afford to protect themselves from this epidemic situation. 

 

RSKS India is working in Rural & Urban Slum with target community, as per 
below... 

 

 PwDs 
 Women & Girls 
 Marginal and landless farmers 
 Children 
 Nomadic Community 
 Disaster Victim 
 Youth 
 Migrant labor 
 Marginalized and Underprivileged People 
 Daily wage Worker 
 Folk Artist 
 SHGs 
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